
CSC 261 Assignment 1: Searh Fall 2009Assigned: Tuesday 8 September 2009Due: Friday 18 September 2009Topis: Uninformed and heuristi searhObjetive: Gain greater understanding of searh implementations and their performane impliations in apratial environmentCollaboration: This homework assignment may be ompleted individually or in pairs.Submission: Follow the instrutions for submitting programs via P-Web and handing in a printed opyof soure ode. Your non-programming omponents should be typed, niely formatted, and feature alogial organization, omplete sentenes, and proper grammer, spelling, and puntuation. Only onesubmission (both paper and digital) per group is neessary.1 IntrodutionImagine you are a robot in some far-�ung orner of the world and you desperately need to reah your hargeron the opposite end of the world. (Alternatively, you might be a bleary-eyed student in a dorm room at 7am, in searh of life-giving Luky Charms from the Marketplae.) If you have a map of the world (even ifampus is your world), how do you �nd the most e�ient path to your harger? How do you make sure you�nd it in a reasonable amount of time (i.e., before your battery runs out!)?In this assignment, you will omplete a general framework for implementing a variety of searh algorithms,measuring their e�ieny and solution quality.Your agent's world is two-dimensional and �lled with onvex polygons. Its task is to reah the top-left ofits world from the bottom-right. You will be able to put the agent through its paes with worlds of variousdi�ulties. A moderately omplex world is shown below, with all of the paths onsidered using A∗ searhon the left, and the �nal solution hosen on the right.(random-seed 42)(define world(generate-robot-world 8))(show-world world)(define sol(a-star-searhrobot-start-state(ar world)robot-eulidean-distane)(show-world world)(render-solution! (ar sol))2 Code and EnvironmentFor this assignment, you will need to opy some starter ode from the MathLAN diretory:~weinman/ourses/CSC261/ode/searhTo visualize the behavior of the algorithms, the provided ode uses Grinnell's MediaSript Sheme inter-preter, a GIMP plug-in. To start MediaSheme 1



1. On the MathLAN, start a Terminal window2. Change to the diretory ontaining your own opy of the starter ode3. Launh GIMP by typing the ommand ~rebelsky/bin/gimp &4. Use the pull-down menu Xtns⊲MediaSript⊲Console5. The MediaSript interpreter should appearNote that MediaSript is not all that intelligent about dealing with relative paths. Thus, any Sheme loadommands that are issued will be relative to the working diretory of the GIMP/MediaSript. You shouldnot hange the ode's load ommands to use absolute paths, as this makes running your ode more di�ultfor grading purposes.2.1 General SearhThe �le searh.sm ontains skeletons and spei�ations for many of the proedures you are to write. Inorder to promote ode reuse, the searh routines take a generi kind of value we're alling a problem. Thisis de�ned in the �le problem.sm.Like the text, a problem requires the ability to de�ne a goal state, a method for generating suessors(states that result from the ations available at a given state), and a ost for taking an ation in a givenstate. Thus, we an reate a problem by passing in these three proedures to a proedure make-problem thatenapsulates them all. One these are tied together, the general proedure problem-expand-node (alreadywritten for you) has everything needed to generate the list of potential ations and their resulting states.You may read the aompanying 6-P doumentation for more details.To �nd the solution to a problem, it is important to keep trak of various aspets of our searh. Wedo this by means of a node type. A node enapsulates an ation, the state resulting from that ation, the�parent� node that preedes this node in the searh tree, a path ost for taking the ation from the parent,the (estimated) total ost of the solution through this node, and the depth of the node in the searh tree.All of this information is pakaged together in a node.In addition, it is useful to be able to reate a start node, the root of our searh tree, using an initialstate and any heuristi proedure for the problem; this is what the proedure node-init does. Note thatthe parent of the initial node is null.Some of the searhes (inluding the uniform-ost-searhprovided) may require you to sort the suessornodes and/or queue by some riterion. Thus, a simple insertion sort has been provided for you in sort.sm.2.2 Robot WorldThe �le robot.sm ontains several funtion for reating environments like the one shown above. Given apartiular number of obstales (fewer is easier/faster), the number of sides and the loation of the vertiesof onvex polygons are hosen at random. A struture is generated that ontains a problem, as desribedabove, as well as everything else needed to display the world during searhing.In partiular, the proedure generate-robot-worlddoes this, and you will also want to use the proedureshow-world to display an image of the world. The �rst item in the list reated by generate-robot-worldis a problem that may be used with the searh routines above. In partiular, both the states and ations inthis environment are position MediaSheme types, whih enapsulate olumn and row oordinates.The suessor funtion will generate a list of ation/state pairs orresponding to the non-bloked vertiesof the obstales (see AIMA Exerise 3.15). As your searh progresses, the suessor funtion will add linesto the world image showing whih states have been expanded to produe possible next states.One your searh has yielded a solution, you may pass the solution (a list of position ations) torender-solution!, whih will display the path taken on the image (assuming you have already alledshow-world).The images above were generated with the ode on their left.
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3 AssignmentNote: 10 points will be redited based on an evaluation of the leanliness, readability, and organization ofyour Sheme ode.Problem 1 - Writing Searh Algorithms [45 points℄Part A [25 points℄Implement the routine searh, as de�ned in searh.sm. This is the general tree searh algorithm as givenin AIMA Figure 3.9. Note that the problem parameter may be used with the routines given in problem.sm,in partiular problem-goal? and problem-suessor-fun.Per the spei�ation, you will need to keep a ount of the number of times you all the problem's suessorfuntion. In addition, one you �nd a solution, you need to traverse the searh tree from the goal node,through the parents, bak to the initial node to reate a list of the ations that must be taken (in the properorder).As an example, the proedure uniform-ost-searh alls searh with a spei� enqueueing proedure.Sine uniform ost searh has only partial information, an appropriate heuristi is one that always returns0.Part B [5 points℄Write the proedure breadth-first-searh by alling your searh routine with an appropriate enqueueingproedure. (Hint: This one is extremely straightforward.)Part C [5 points℄Write the proedure depth-first-searh by alling your searh routine with an appropriate enqueueingproedure. (Hint: This one is equally straightforward.)Part D [5 points℄Write the proedure iterative-deepening-searh by repeatedly alling your searh routine with an ap-propriate enqueueing proedure. (Hint: Do not enqueue a node whose depth exeeds the urrent limit.)Part E [5 points℄Write the proedure a-star-searh by alling your searh routine with an appropriate enqueueing proe-dure. Note that, like uniform-ost-searh, your enqueueing routine will need to be a little more intriate.However, these two searhes are extremely similar, save for the addition of a heuristi for alulating animproved total ost estimate.Problem 2 - Avoiding Repeated States [15 points℄If you have gotten your BFS and DFS searhes to work, you may have notied some peuliar behavior:you annot keep the robot from revisiting the same states on the path. As we disussed in lass, this isproblemati.Part A [10 points℄Write a proedure node-searh-repeat? that takes a node and a state as parameters, and indiates whetherthat state has already been visited on the path from the start to the given node.Part B [5 points℄Rewrite or modify problem-expand-node in problem.sm to use node-searh-repeat? suh that no statesare revisited along a partiular solution path. 3



Problem 3 - Analysis [10 points℄In this problem, you will do some omparative analysis of your searh routines.Note that, while generate-robot-world alls random to produe its world, you an make your resultsrepeatable by using the proedure (random-seed seed) to set the seed of the random number generator.The solutions that will be found are a list of positions to be visited. While the total path length ouldbe found inside the searh routine by asking the goal node found for its path ost, another approah wouldbe to sum the distanes between loations. This is easily aomplished with the following routine:(define path-length(lambda (pos-lst)(apply + (map position-distane(append (dr pos-lst) (list 0))pos-lst))))Part AGenerate a fairly easy world (around 3-4 objets). Run all of the searh algorithms on it, reating a tablelisting the number of nodes expanded to �nd a solution, and the path ost of the resulting solution. Userobot-eulidean-distane for the heuristi in A∗ searh.Part BGenerate the hardest world you feel like waiting for your robot to explore. Run your searh algorithms again,adding a row to the table you reated above (it might be useful to indiate the number of objets for eah).Part CUsing the data you have generated, draw some onlusions about the relative e�ieny and e�etiveness ofthese searh algorithms.Problem 4 - Heuristi Searh [20 points℄In the problem, you will try to determine how muh in�uene the heuristi has on the proess �nding asolution and the ultimate result. The Eulidean distane (proedure robot-eulidean-distane) fromthe goal�loation (0, 0)�is an admissible heuristi for searh in this problem, where as the Manhattandistane (robot-manhattan-distane). Note that the states and ations are values of the MediaShemetype position, and you an extrat the olumn and row from suh a value using the position-ol andposition-row proedures, respetively.Part AImplement another admissible heuristi and explain why your proedure is admissible.Part BOn a few (at least 3) worlds of medium to hard di�ulty, run an A∗ searh using as your heuristis theEulidean distane, your own heuristi, and the Manhattan distane. Collet the results, inluding numberof states expanded, path ost of the solution, solution depth, and e�etive branhing fator, in a nielyformatted table.1Part CUsing the data you have generated, what onlusions an you draw? How does your heuristi ompare?What sort of results does the Manhattan distane give? Why?1You an alulate the e�etive branhing fator b in Maple (software available on the MathLAN) with the followingommand: fsolve( (b^d-1)*b/(b-1)=N,b); where d is your solution depth and N is the number of nodes expanded.4


